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President’s Report to the AGM, Equestrian Canada Équestre 
 
 
Introduction 
It has been a pleasure and honour for the 2018-2019 Board of Directors to represent Equestrian 
Canada Équestre (ECE), and our staff, volunteers, members and the Canadian equestrian sport 
& industry over the last 12 months. 

 
After a year and half of significant change during 2017 through 2018, the 2018-2019 Board year 
set out with the Board’s commitment to communicate and implement the five-year strategic 
plan. After having transitioned the administration and operations to the organization’s new 
CEO, Richard Mongeau, on April 1, 2018, the 2018-2019 Board year commenced following the 
presentation of the Strategic Initiatives Plan at the 2018 AGM. 

 
The 2018-2019 Board of Directors took office at the conclusion of the AGM: September 26, 
2018. This year’s Board held 11 full director seats and 1 vacant seat (due to a late Director 
resignation that occurred in August 2018). The 2018-2019 Board of Directors decided to fill the 
vacant seat and identified three potential candidates, however two candidates declined, and 
the third confirmed at a late date, prompting the Board to wait to fill the vacant seat through 
the selection by Voting Members in the 2019 Director election. 

 
During the first Board meeting of the current Board year, the following officers were elected: 
President Meg Krueger, Vice President 1 Chris Sorensen, Vice President 2 Doug Orr. 

 
Upon taking office, the core tasks that would be covered by the 2018-2019 Board of Directors in 
conjunction with the CEO were: 

 
1. Complete  an  organizational  review  to  assess  how  to  best  structure  the  current 

organization to successfully achieve the goals in the Strategic Initiatives Plan. 
2. Complete a 5 year budget forecast to align with the Strategic Initiatives Plan. 
3. Seek Voting Member, operational committee and sport license holder / public feedback 

on the Strategic Initiatives Plan. 
4. Complete Phase 1 of the Competition Structural Alignment review (competition review). 
5. Achieve milestone goals in the Canadian Equestrian Development (CED) plan, which is 

mutually developed and agreed upon by all Provincial/Territorial Sport Organizations 
(PTSOs) and ECE. 

6. Launch of a new registration portal for sport license renewals. 
7. Achievement of regular financial reporting and the onboarding of a new CFO. 
8. Engagement of Momentum IT to provide e-learning services and portal for ECE sport 

license holders. 
9. Review, rewrite and implement an updated Complaints Process to align with Federal 

Government requirements for Safe Sport. 
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One of the core priorities identified by the Board this Board is to develop stability at the 
leadership level. High numbers of Directors changing each year and staff turnover can result in 
repetition of important exercises every 3-5 years, increased and repetitive expenditures, and 
the loss of institutional knowledge. Through shifting away from the reliance on single year 
annual budgets and goals to multi year budgets and the Strategic Initiatives Plan, the Board is 
investing in longer-term planning, allowing annual operational plans to be prepared and 
executed with a future purpose in mind. 

 
Special Dates and Events 

• Meg  Krueger  and  Richard  Mongeau  attended  the  FEI  General  Assembly  in  Bahrain 
November 18-21, 2018. 

• By December 31, 2018, all Directors completed their Respect in Sport Training. All 
Directors, staff and volunteers are required to complete safe sport training. 

• The Board and CEO engaged DSC Communications in December 2018 to complete the 
organizational review during January-June 2019. 

• The PTSO Winter Summit took place February 1-2, 2019 in Toronto, ON with core 
discussions centering on the Rider Levels and Coach Licensing. 

• Meg Krueger attended the Canadian Olympic Committee Spring Session in April 2019 in 
Toronto, ON. 

• Board  approval  in  May  2019  for  ECE  to  apply  to  the  CFIA  to  be  the  responsible 
administrator for the 124 microchip number country code. 

• Convention scheduling was revised, in order for Convention to take place at the end of 
show season. The 2019 date will be November 1-3, 2019 in Toronto, ON. 

 
Conclusion 
The Board extends our sincere gratitude to the volunteers and staff who have given so much 
time and support to ECE. Our mission is that ECE operates with collaboration, transparency and 
innovation, and there are hundreds of individuals within the Board, staff,  operating committees, 
PTSOs, volunteers and strategic alliances who regularly work together to achieve ambitious 
goals for sport & industry in Canada. 

 
I would like to extend a special thank you to Dominique Chagnon, who resigned from her 
Director position  on July  31, 2019. This  year marks  her final year  of a  maximum six-year 
consecutive term. Dominique has been, and I hope will continue to be, active in our equestrian 
industry, and the organization is very grateful for her many years of service. 

 
The 2018-2019 Board of Directors have prepared the following Board Committee Annual Reports 
for disbursement and review of the Voting Members and general public at the Annual General 
Meeting on September 25, 2019. You will find enclosed in this master report the activities, 
projects undertaken by Board members and Board committee volunteers from October 2018 
through August 2019. 

 
Respectfully submitted by: Meg Krueger, President Equestrian Canada Équestre 
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Business Development Committee Report to the AGM, Equestrian Canada 
 
 
Overview 
The Business Development Committee has mainly been on hold for this board year. The 
committee was only able to have one meeting throughout the year due to some key setbacks 
outside the committee’s control. 

 
Our initial set back was the Committee’s TOR being at odds with commitments to stakeholder 
groups regarding representation on the committee. We eventually found an interim solution 
for this. However, ECE’s CEO has suggested the existence of the BDC should be reviewed to 
decide if it should remain a board committee moving forward, and if so, create clarity around 
its role so as not to impair the operations team. This is a relevant conversation that needs to be 
had at the BOD level in the new board year. 

 
The second main setback for BDC was the committee has yet to be assigned an office 
representative. We had for a moment identified an individual but due to other staff resource 
needs that arouse they were no longer available. BDC not only needs a staff person, but ideally 
a staff resource with a specific skill set. An individual for Business development at ECE has yet 
to be hired. The past or future role of BDC will hinge on that internal operational capacity no 
matter the effort from the BDC or its composition. 

 
On the one call we were able to have once the TOR issue was resolved it was identified that 
there was not at current a role for BDC to play at ECE during the organizational review. The 
committee assured the CEO we were available should a Business Development issue arise we 
could assist with. This unfortunately has allowed BDC to accomplish very little on our Strategic 
Initiatives as a committee or for the organization as a whole. A work back plan on how BDC 
could contribute to ECE’s Strategic Initiatives set out by the BOD was developed in detail at the 
beginning of the 2018-2019 board year and can be available to future BDC committees should 
they exist as a road map. 

 
Please find below a short status update of the projects we had intended to target this year. 

1) Membership Platform and agreement with PTSO’s 
The membership platform with HorseReg is underway and is under the management of the 
Operations team. We have not heard an exact launch date. 

An agreement on the terms of the common platform has been recommended and a memo 
regarding that discussion was provided last year. That project has not been started by 
operations as of yet. We hope this will be part of the MOA discussion moving forward. 
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2) Staff capacity and centralization 
To date, Business development resources in the office have been looked at by the Consultants 
and we expect to be part of the organizational review. This should include corporate and 
private partnership development skills. Additionally, that handling partnerships will be 
centralized, and ECE will have a strategy for having the necessary skills available to us internally 
and or externally. We hope this capacity and centralization will be completed in 2019 with the 
Reorg so ECE has the skills and resources to pursue partnerships and financial diversification as 
soon as possible. 

 

3) Economic Impact Study 
The BDC still considers the economic impact study to be very important to attain the data 
needed to explain our value-add and industry scope to all our current partners and potential 
partners. However, the economic impact portion of the Herd study was not approved for 
funding by Ag. Canada. New ways to pursue this study to gather what we see as necessary 
information for both ECE, stake holder groups and partners will need to be looked at by the 
new board in 2019-2020. 

 

4) Economic Diversification 
This is of critical importance to ECE and any successful non-profit or for-profit business. 
However, this will require projects 1-3 competed in order to begin this goal. As an organization 
we need the ability to have a common platform, staff capacity and centralization and data from 
the economic impact study as foundational pieces to start this project effectively. Companies 
and private donors require time to build relationships, and time to build appealing partnership 
projects. Partners plan their marketing or philanthropic spending typically far in advance of the 
year they do the spending. Having the ability to start this phase is imperative to ECE. 

 

Conclusion 
The role of BDC needs a healthy discussion at the board level to determine its future and scope. 
No matter the outcome of that debate as to the role of BDC as a board committee, ECE as an 
organization needs to focus on business development as being critical to the organization’s 
survival. We do not currently have the internal skills, capacity, mindset or focus to expand or 
diversify our economic situation. In order for the organization to continue long term and grow 
our sport we will need to see a shift on how we think about business development and how 
much focus we put on it. 

 
 

Respectfully submitted by: Chris Sorensen, Chair Business Development Committee 
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Equine Health and Welfare Committee Annual Report to the AGM 
 

The Health and Welfare Committee (HWC) of Equestrian Canada Équestre (ECÉ) is directed “to 
assist the Board in delivering on its mandate of safeguarding and promoting the welfare of the 
horse within the Canadian equestrian and equine industry.” 

 
The current (2018-2019) committee includes: 

Dr. Melanie Barham (ON) – out-going Committee Co-Chair 
Dr. Bettina Bobsien Bell (BC) – in-coming Committee Co-Chair 
Dr. Wayne Burwash (AB) 
Caitlin Grguric (ON) 
Deanna Phelan (NB) 
Jan Stephens (MB) 
Doug Orr (AB) – Committee Chair 

 
ECÉ Staff Member: 

Kristy House, Manager, Welfare and Identification, Coordinator, Industry and Equine 
Development 

 
ECÉ’s Strategic Initiatives Plan for Equine Health and Welfare defines the following strategic 
priorities: 

4.1 ECÉ continues the assessment and adoption of meaningful national rules and 
policies protecting the welfare of the horse. 
4.2 Provision of current information to sport licence holders and stakeholders on issues 
related to equine health & welfare. 
4.3 Continue to work effectively with strategic industry alliances and various levels of 
government to focus on specific issues related to the health and welfare of the horse in 
competition. 

 
Under the authority of the Board of Director (BoD) of ECÉ, the Health and Welfare Committee is 
responsible for: 

 
• Monitoring and making recommendations for policies to protect the health and welfare 

of horses at all EC sanctioned competitions. 
• Monitoring the status of current issues (and initiatives) surrounding equine health and 

welfare. 
• Providing regular updates to the ECE Board on current (and impending issues) related to 

equine health and welfare. 
• Apprising ECE Members and registered participants of health issues that could 

potentially affect the national herd. 
• Providing recommended policy guidelines and position papers to the ECE Board for their 

approval to stand as accepted ECE policy. 
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• Establishing and fostering liaisons with federal and provincial government agencies, with 
industry groups and with other equine health and welfare related groups. 

• Developing required expert resources to support the Committee’s work. 
• Other equine-related health and welfare activities and tasks as directed by the Board. 

 
Up-to-date information and valuable resources regarding horse health and welfare can be 
accessed on the ECÉ website at https://www.equestrian.ca/industry/health 

 
One of the goals for 2018-2019 was to provide direction and clarity regarding the distinction 
between ECE’s responsibilities for equine health and welfare at the governance level and at the 
operational level. To facilitate this and improve the efficacy of these two complementary but 
distinct responsibilities, we have identified two distinct but overlapping entities: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
i.e. 

• The Health and Welfare Board Committee as defined by the current Terms of Reference 
consisting of five to seven members whose focus is on policy related to equine health 
and welfare. This committee, in accordance with the ToR, is comprised of a Chair and 
Co-Chair appointed annually by the President and at least three other members 
recommended to the board for approval. This committee has a broad perspective on 
equine health and welfare. There are no “terms of membership” on Board Committees, 
as they exist only annually, though members may be asked by the chair to continue to 
serve in subsequent years. 

• An operational Health and Welfare Expert Group consisting of equine health and 
welfare experts who work in collaboration with the Manger Health and Identification 
and are responsible for the technical and operational necessities of ensuring the health 
and welfare of both competition horses and the larger national herd through research 
and education, rule development, collaboration with other agencies and committees, 
response to exigent issues and concerns, and similar related tasks. This group is 
comprised of health, industry and competition experts who can knowledgeably discuss 
and address these critical functional and operational issues. The composition and term- 
of-membership of members of this Health and Welfare Expert Group is ad hoc 
dependent on the needs of the group and the interest and expertise of individual 
members. Members of the Board Committee may serve on the Expert Group as well – 
particularly where their experience and expertise would be valuable. 

Health and Welfare 

Board Committee 

• Defined by ToR 
• Chair and Co-Chair appointed annually by BoD 
• Other members recommended to the board for approval. 
• Focus on equine health and welfare policy 
• Recommend policy and provide strategic direction 

 
 
 
 
 

Health and Welfare 

Expert Group 

• Volunteer equine health experts who can knowledgeably 
discuss and address critical functional and operational issues 

• Work with the Manger Equine Health and Identification 
• Composition and term-of-membership dependent on the 

needs of the group and the expertise of its members 
• Ensuring the health and welfare of both competition horses 

and the larger national herd; through research and education, 
rule development, collaboration with other agencies and 
committees, response to exigent issues and concerns, and 
other related tasks 

http://www.equestrian.ca/industry/health
http://www.equestrian.ca/industry/health
http://www.equestrian.ca/industry/health
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During the 2018-2019 year both the Health and Welfare Committee and the Health and 
Welfare Expert Group have been very active on a number of projects. Activities of HWC and 
HWEG have included: 

 
1. Collaboration with ECÉ Staff (Manger, Welfare and Identification) to provide 

recommendations to the BoD to assist in the establishment of key priorities in the area 
of equine welfare for competition horses and for the national herd in general. 

2. Development of an Equine Welfare Policy for ECE. 
3. Establishment of an Equine Health Alert Communications Policy and Protocol. 
4. Hosting the monthly National Equine Disease and Welfare Surveillance Conference Call 

in collaboration with the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA), the National Farm 
Animal Care Council, the National Farmed Animal Health and Welfare Council – 
Canadian Animal Health Surveillance System, Equine Guelph, various federal and 
provincial veterinary associations, the Horse Welfare Alliance of Canada, and other 
stakeholders. This monthly information conference call is open to the public, and 
recorded and posted on the ECÉ website at 
https://www.equestrian.ca/industry/health/disease 

5. Response to inquiries to ECÉ regarding equine health and welfare issues. 
6. Liaison with numerous governmental and non-governmental agencies to collaborate on 

issues and disseminate information regarding equine health and welfare. 
7. Dissemination of information and recommendations regarding Air Quality concerns for 

equestrian events. 
8. Development of Biosecurity and Emergency Action Plan Training for competition 

organizers. 
9. Collaborating with National Farm Animal Care Council on a technical review of the Code 

of Practice for the Care and Handling of Equines (for which ECÉ holds joint copyright). 
The Code can be accessed at http://www.nfacc.ca/codes-of-practice/equine 

10. On-going collaboration and communication with CFIA regarding the CFIA’s Proposed 
Equine Infectious Anemia Disease Control Program, and hosting a national informational 
conference call on the CFIA proposal. 

11. Dissemination of information regarding the “Cuban Horse Project.” 
12. Preparation of documentation for submission to FEI regarding allowed use of pergolide 

for some competition horses. 
13. Continuing communication with CFIA regarding piroplasmosis testing and reporting. 
14. Collaboration with University of Alberta students on the development of informational 

materials regarding Equine Infectious Anemia. 
15. Development and publication of communications regarding prevention of iatrogenically 

transmitted blood-borne diseases. 
16. Review of reports submitted to ECE relating to equine abuse, injury and/or fatality. 
17. Development, submission and revision of rule proposals regarding equine influenza and 

equine herpes vaccination requirements for competition horses at ECÉ competitions. 

http://www.equestrian.ca/industry/health/disease
http://www.equestrian.ca/industry/health/disease
http://www.equestrian.ca/industry/health/disease
http://www.nfacc.ca/codes-of-practice/equine
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18. Conducting baseline research and data collection to identify indicators of pain and 
distress in competition horses; including a survey of discipline committees, stewards 
and competition veterinarians to be compiled and correlated with current available 
research. 

19. Conducting baseline research and data collection for the development of 
recommendations regarding management of competitions under extreme temperature 
conditions. 

20. Continuing collaboration and coordination with ECÉ’s Equine Identification and 
Traceability task force, Equine Industry Development Committee, and other relevant 
groups on topics where issues of equine welfare are of concern. 

21. Continuing collaboration and coordination with the Equine Medication Control 
Committee. 

 
For further information regarding the ECÉ Health and Welfare committee, please contact 

Doug Orr ( doug.r.orr@gmail.com ) 
or 
Kristy House ( khouse@equestrian.ca ) 

 
 
Respectfully submitted by: Doug Orr, Co-Chair Equine Health & Welfare Committee 

mailto:doug.r.orr@gmail.com
mailto:khouse@equestrian.ca
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Finance and Audit Committee Report to the AGM, Equestrian Canada 
 
 
Introduction 
It has been a very busy and active year for the members of the Committee to whom I express 
my sincere thanks for their hard work. There have been 12 meetings since April 1, 2018 to 
date. The Committee members are as follows: 

 
• Rob Mitchell, CFA, Equestrian Canada Board Director and Chair of the Audit & Finance 

Committee 
• Jane Milton, Equestrian Canada Board Director 
• Craig Collins, Equestrian Canada Board Director 
• Susan Harrison, Registered Participant 
• Meg Krueger, Equestrian Canada President, Ex-Officio member 
• Richard Mongeau, Chief Executive Officer Equestrian Canada, Ex-Officio member 
• John Wightman, CPA, CGA, Director of Finance & Admin., Equestrian Canada, Ex-Officio 

member 
 
The finance area of Equestrian Canada has made significant progress this year.  Most notably is 
the addition of Mr. John Wightman, Director of Finance and Administration, CPA, CGA. John 
joined EC in November 2018. John has many years of professional experience both in the High- 
Tech. sector and with non-profits, including Director of Finance at another National Sports 
Organization. He has provided a strong professional skill set to the corporate team with respect 
to both financial stewardship and strategic and operational management for ECE. 

 
Since John came on board, we have improved timeliness of financial reporting, upgraded 
expense control procedures, created a new corporate budget tool, and modified the chart of 
accounts to better reflect our operations. We recognize this remains a work in progress and we 
believe further improvements will be made as we go through a full operating cycle under John’s 
financial leadership. 

 
Financial Results Fiscal Year Ended March 31, 2019: 

 
Overall, the fiscal year 2018-19 operating results were significantly better than the budget 
forecast set out at the beginning of the fiscal year. Equestrian Canada ended the fiscal year with 
a loss of approximately $50,000 compared with the budgeted deficit of $216,000. 
Revenues increased by about 10% to $6.6 million over the previous year. Sport license fee 
revenue increased slightly this year, while revenues from membership, donations, and 
fundraising, disciplines and product sales were all higher than the previous year. 

 
Salaries and benefits (which includes payments paid to temporary staff and consultants) 
increased this year by about 13.5% over last year, largely as a result of consultants hired to 
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complete board initiatives (i.e.: D.S. Communications Inc., ECE/PTSO Feb/2019 Summit, CSAC), 
higher salaries for senior staff, and settlements paid to former employees. 

 
Discipline expenses (excluding salaries and benefits of ECE staff who provide fulltime support to 
competitive sports) increased significantly this year. This level of expense was consistent with 
the budget for the year and is principally a result of supporting Canadian equestrians at the 
World Equestrian Games held at Tryon, North Carolina, USA. 

 
Meetings and travel expenses increased by almost 11% for the year. This is mostly due to the 
expenses associated with the World Equestrian Games, as well as supporting our larger 
community with face-to-face meetings. This is a large expense for ECE and will be the focus of 
continuing efforts this year to ensure we are getting full value for the dollars spent. 

 
The previously noted $50,000 operating deficit includes a $120,000 write-down of inventory, 
which was considered obsolete and not marketable. 

 
A major change this year in ECE’s financial reporting is the adoption of the Deferral Method of 
accounting for contributions for not-for-profit organizations. This replaces the Restricted Fund 
Method of accounting used in prior years. The board believes the adoption of the Deferral 
Method provides readers with a clearer view of the operating results of ECE, and brings us in 
line with reporting methodology used by similar NSOs in Canada. Our auditors are supportive 
of this change. 

 
The change to deferral accounting eliminates the previous tracking of reserve funds by sport 
discipline. Previously under the Restricted Fund Method, certain discipline revenues and 
expenses were accounted for separately from other operations of ECE, and surpluses or deficits 
were accumulated in these discipline fund accounts annually. Under the Deferral Method of 
accounting this tracking by discipline is removed. Discipline committees and others will rightly 
ask regarding the status of funds previously recorded as restricted funds and allocated to 
specific sports or activities. The following information describes the status of these funds: 

 
• ECE Board will develop a policy on the specific description and intended use of its 

corporate reserves. This policy will be reviewed annually to be consistent with CRA 
policy that Not-For-Profit organizations must clearly state the rationale for holding 
reserves beyond their annual operating requirements. This new Board policy will 
include a commitment to fund competitive athletes to represent Canada in major 
international competitions. 

• Future ECE Board discussion regarding the development of a coporate reserve policy will 
be scheduled after ECE’s September 25, 2019 Annual General Meeting (AGM), at a date 
and time to be determined once the new ECE Board installment has been finalised. 

• ECE, as a National Sport Organization, has the responsibility to fund major competition 
expenses from its corporate resources, rather than discipline committees. In the past 
there was confusion around whether discipline committees or ECE had the ultimate 
responsbility. 
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• Over the last several years, the Restricted Reserve Fund balances have not been tracked 
accurately. Previously, the policy of ECE was to allocate both direct costs and a portion 
of indirect costs of the ECE operations to the Restricted Reserve Fund balances. This 
cost allocation policy has not been followed for a number of years, with the result that 
the amounts in the Restricted Reserve Fund balances are significantly overstated, and 
the operating results of the Unrestricted Fund have been artificially depressed. 

• It is important for ECE to actively consult with each of the discipline committees and 
enter into a dialogue to assure the Committees that sufficient funding will be available 
for domestic and international competitions. 

 
QuickBooks Update: 
By the end of the 2019 fiscal year, ECE had fully implemented QuickBooks, and ECE Finance is 
currently training managers with budget responsibilities to use the financial system to manage 
their budgets in a more effective manner. There have been some past delays in financial 
reporting through the transition to QuickBooks, but we are confident significant progress has 
now been made in this area. It has been a key mandate of this Committee to achieve on time, 
informative and accurate reporting and we will continue to monitor results in this area. 

 
Audit: 
The annual audit was conducted in the last week of June, and the beginning of July 2019. The 
auditor was pleased with the improvements made by the current ECE Finance team and the 
overall audit process progressed smoothly. KPMG concurred with the accounting treatment 
presented, and an unqualified (clean) audit opinion has been issued. 

 
In addition to the audit of the statements, KPMG noted in their report to management, ‘we did 
not identify any control deficiencies that we determined to be significant deficiencies in internal 
controls over financial reporting’. This should give members comfort that the treatment and 
presentation of the financial statements is in accordance with Canadian Accounting Standards 
for Not-For-Profit organizations. 

 
The auditor updated management regarding CRA’s Charity Education Project, Tax-Exempt 
Status for Not-for-Profit Organizations, Cyber-Security, Fraud Risk, Sound Management 
Practices and Internal Controls, as well as Accounting Standards updates for Not-For-Profit 
Organizations. 

 
Specifically, the Auditor brought to our attention CRA’s Non-Profit Organization Risk 
Identification Project (NPORIP), which includes guidance for Not-For-Profits regarding how to 
maintain their CRA tax-exempt status. The report emphasized the need for Not-For-Profit 
organizations to have Board approved policies for maintaining accumulated reserve balances, 
surpluses or net assets. KPMG recommends Not-For-Profit Boards explicitly document reasons 
for maintaining reserve balances, how the reserve balance amounts were calculated and 
quantified, and how the amounts will ultimately be used. Policies related to surpluses should be 
reviewed annually. 
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The Committee extends its thanks to KPMG staff and ECE’s Finance team for the efficient way 
the audit was conducted, and recommends the reappointment of KPMG as the auditor for next 
year. 

 
Fees: 
Equestrian Canada has maintained sport license fees at a constant level over the past four 
years. However, from a revenue recognition perspective, one aspect of the fee changes put 
into place for 2019-2020, affected the revenue recorded in the 2018-2019 fiscal year. 

 
Starting in 2019-2020, ECE harmonized sports license fees across disciplines by eliminating the 
“amateur” fee and by incorporating a standard and consistent “affiliation fee” within sport 
licenses for all disciplines. 

 
Equestrian Canada has historically recorded affiliation revenue in the period it is received. As a 
result of this practice, the affiliation portion of 2019 Sport License payments received prior to 
April 1, 2019, was recorded in the 2018-2019 fiscal year. The 2019-2020 harmonized fee 
structure represents an increase in discipline revenue for most of the eight FEI disciplines and 
breed sport. 

 
Overview of Fee Changes 

 
- Discipline-specific affiliate fees are now built into the base Sport License fee. 
- Amateur fees have also been built into the base Sport License fee. Athletes will still be 

required to register for amateur status, but no fee will be applied. 
- Annual fees for ECE Officials previously ranged between $20 and $50 per designation. 

They have now been standardized at $35 per designation. In addition, fees will no longer 
apply to Learner and Apprentice Officials. 

- The re-structure of Sport License requirements for ECE Certified Coaches and Instructors 
results in significantly decreased costs for those at the Instructor, Competition Coach 
and Coach Specialist levels. This will encourage growth within the Coaching program, 
giving more coaches and instructors access to training resources and ongoing personal 
development, and in turn providing parents and athletes with increased opportunities 
for coaching from individuals with proven competency and additional credentials in vital 
areas like first aid, concussion awareness, and respect in sport. 

 
Cash Flow 
The annual cycle of revenue and expenses for ECE is seasonal. ECE collects most of its revenue 
from sport participants in the early part of each year. At the same time, many of its expenses 
occur in the summer and fall.  As such, close attention must continue to be placed on the 
quieter season months when cash flow is tightest. The ECE Finance team has focused on 
cleaning up past-due accounts receivable accounts, and putting better policies in place to keep 
past-due accounts as low as possible.  Internal control policies around the management of cash 
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flow have also been improved. New guidance has been issued to event organizers around the 
timely payment of funds due to ECE. 

 
Budgets and Longer-Term Financial Forecasts 

A new budget tool was developed by ECE’s Director of Finance to better facilitate the annual 
budget process moving forward. A six-year financial budget forecast was developed which 
identifies the cycle of international competitions and the associated variations in expenses year 
to year. The six-year financial budget forecast also identifies potential areas where ECE should 
target revenue growth. 

The budget for the current fiscal year (2019-20) was developed to provide a greater level of 
detail to assist with expense controls.  Deficits are anticipated this year because of support for 
the Equestrian teams participating in the Pan American Games, and on-going initiatives of the 
Board to improve the organization. As noted above, the QuickBooks financial system has now 
been made available to ECE staff with budget responsibilities on a “read/report only” basis. This 
will allow ECE staff to more effectively manage and monitor their individual budget 
responsibilities on a “real-time” basis. 

The Finance and Audit Committee will continue to monitor monthly results, budget forecast, 
and cash flow to ensure appropriate decisions are made, if necessary. 

Above all else, regardless of results, improving communication, trust, respect and transparency 
remains the top priority of the Finance and Audit Committee, so that stakeholders can make 
timely operational and strategic decisions. 

 
 
 
Respectfully submitted by: Robert Mitchell, Chair of the Audit/Finance Committee 
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Governance Committee Annual Report to the AGM 
 
 

Introduction 

This is a report of the activities of the Equestrian Canada Governance Committee to the Voting 
Members at the Annual General Meeting on September 26, 2019. 

 

Administration 

The Committee members are: 
• Charles Cue, Chair of the Governance Committee and Equestrian Canada Board Director; 
• Jane Milton, Equestrian Canada Board Director; and 
• Liz Saunders. 

 
From time to time, the Committee has called on ECE’s legal counsel to provide guidance and 
has also consulted with the CEO to ensure that changes to governance were achievable within 
ECE’s corporate structure. In addition consultation occurred with Members and active 
participants as Terms of Reference (TOR) were developed. 

 
The committee met formally four times. Informally, much discussion occurred between the 
members on specific work items outside of the formal meetings. 

 
Context 

 
This year the Board had the consul of the CEO hired in the Spring of 2018 to guide the Board in 
operational matters. 2018 was the first year that the new governance framework became 
operational and included the new operational coaching committees as well as the Canadian 
Equestrian Development Steering Committee and the Competitions Structural Alignment 
Committee. In addition, the Board Governance Committee TOR was changed to include the 
activities of the Board Ethics Committee, which was dissolved. 

 
Finally, the federal government has directed national sports organizations to include a number 
of mandatory requirements into their training and complaints processes to address personal 
safety in sport and transparency in addressing complaints. As these changes are not 
discretionary, this has necessitated a full review of how all complaints are handled in ECE to be 
compliant. 

 
The limited amount of time ECE has had to operate under its new governance and the 
introduction of new elements means that there is still a large learning curve for everyone to 
understand the governance framework and limited past experience to guide future actions. 

 

Activity September 2018 to August 2019 
 
The following activities were conducted with regard to the governance framework: 
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• Governance Manual Revision 
o Manual was submitted for formatting that included revisions that eliminated any 

interim measures that were no longer in effect after January 2018, the new 
committees and a number of polices that were not required; 

o A review of the separate policies that were in the former Governance manual 
was started. 

• Terms of References (TORs). A number of actions occurred as result of questions about 
Board or Committee TORs: 

o Dressage Committee queried whether the term for its participants could be 
based on a calendar year as it functionally aligns better with the discipline’s 
activities. Terms are based on a fiscal year as it allows for committee 
participants to ensure that their annual fees to remain current (which are 
normally collected in January) are paid prior to being appointed to a committee. 

o Jump committee was given direction that it needed to create vacancies, as per 
the TOR, to allow others the opportunity to serve. This was a difficult discussion 
as many of these volunteers had provided over a decade of dedicated service 
and wanted to continue to serve. The vacancies were created, noting that a 
three-year cycle may not be optimal for providing an appropriate level of 
continuity. Further discussion on how to best provide continuity is planned for 
the future. 

o Para Committee requested that their committee name be changed to Para 
Dressage Committee, which reflects exactly what they do now. Although the 
decision to change the name is relatively straight forward, determining ECE’s role 
in making equestrian sports accessible is not. Before making a name change, 
further discussion on accessibility is required and which committee is best suited 
to provide that focus. 

• Category TOR’s. The governance framework is very specific on the roles of Category 
Members with regards to electing Board Directors, voting at the Annual General 
Meeting and approving changes to the By-laws. What is not clearly understood is what 
is meant by acting “as a conduit for the exchange of information….. on matters of 
Governance, including strategic direction and updates”. Although a number of 
discussions in various forums occurred no definitive direction was determined. The 
August meeting of the governance committee agreed to hold further discussions until 
the AGM was completed and the new Board Directors installed. 

• Category C Election. After the election of Category C Members at Convention in April 
2018, a number of anomalies were identified in the process that lead to a review of the 
election results. This year the process went much smoother, but the process still 
requires a significant effort by ECE staff to communicate and execute the process. 

• Category A Election. There was some confusion on the election process, which 
stemmed from the resignation of the Chair earlier in the year. The TOR was silent on 
how this might affect the interim chair’s term should that person be elected. The 
situation was clarified and the election occurred without any further problems. In the 
course of the discussion some Members expressed concern that they may not be the 
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best informed to represent their disciplines. This lead to an observation that Discipline 
Committees may not be keeping their representatives informed as per the direction in 
the TOR. This was to be included as a potential discussion item for Convention. 

• By Law Change to Preclude Directors serving on Operational Committees. It was noted 
that a Director can serve on an operational committee as a voting participant.  It was 
felt that this was a conflict of interest and since all operational committees provide 
advice to the CEO, this could create a situation where the CEO cannot provide 
unfettered advice to the Board. Discussion revealed that this was overlooked when the 
By-laws were written. A proposal to change the By-laws to restrict Directors from being 
a voting participant on operational committees is being put forward. 

• Horse Welfare Policy. A review is being conducted on this policy. 
 

In addition to the governance structure the Committee was responsible for providing oversight 
for conduct and behavior. The following major activities were conducted in this area: 

 
• Mapping of all ECE complaints pathways to understand what exists now to allow for an 

informed discussion on how to meet federal government safe sport requirements. 
• Establishment of a 3rd party complaints triage officer in accordance with federal 

government intent. 
• Development of new complaint policies that provide common pathways for all ECE 

complaints and ensure compliance with federal government direction. 
 
 
Conclusion 

 
ECE is still in a transitional state and it will take some time to gain the experience with the 
governance structure to better understand what needs to be optimized to provide better 
effectiveness. 

 
As noted last year, as more experience is gained with this governance framework and the 
outcomes envisioned are delivered, greater productivity will result as the focus will come off 
trying to understand the governance to having the governance enable our efforts to improve 
the equestrian community. 

 
In closing, the Chair of the Committee wishes to again thank: 

 
• Liz Saunders whose corporate knowledge continues to provide excellent insight on the 

evolution of ECE’s governance. 
 

• To Jane Milton who has spent countless hours on the complaint process review and policy 
review that is absolutely essential to position ECE for the future. 
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• To the Members and Active Participants that the Governance Committed consulted with, I 
thank you for your constructive and respectful discussions on a governance structure for 
which many of you have reservations on its effectiveness. 

 
• To ECe staff, who behind the scenes, continually support ECE’s governance structure by 

making the processes work, enabling the networking, and finding the answers to a myriad 
of questions. 

 

Collectively we are making progress and I look forward to working with you all in the coming 
year. 

 
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted by: Charles Cue, Chair of the Governance Committee 
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HR Committee Annual Report to the AGM 
 
Introduction 
This  is  a  report  of  the  activities  of  the  Equestrian  Canada  Équestre  Human  Resources 
Committee to the Voting Members at the Annual General Meeting on September 26, 2018. 

 
Report 
The Human Resources Committee (HRC) of Equestrian Canada Équestre (ECÉ) is directed to 
assist the President and the Board in fulfilling oversight responsibilities in relation to ECÉ human 
resources. 

 
The 2018-2019 committee includes: 

Doug Orr – Chair  
Dominique Chagnon 
Jane Milton 
Chris Sorensen 
Carla Robin 

 
ECÉ Staff Liaison 

Richard Mongeau, ECÉ Chief Executive Officer 
 
Additionally, the ECÉ’s legal counsel serves as special advisor to HRC, and attends committee 
meetings at the request of the Chair. 

 
ECÉ’s Strategic Initiatives Plan defines the following strategic priorities relating to human 
resources: 

15.2 Conduct a review of HR, governance and operational structures to ensure a lean 
and efficient organization. 
15.4 Implementation of mandatory anti-harassment and Respect in Sport training for all 
sport licence holders, coaches, staff and volunteers by April 2020. 

 
Under the authority of the Board of Director (BoD) of ECÉ, the Human Resources Committee is 
responsible for: 

• In collaboration with the CEO reviewing, reporting and making recommendations 
regarding specific human resources matters. 

• In collaboration with the CEO reviewing human resources arrangements consistent with 
sound financial management, excellent employee-employer relations and the ECÉ’s 
desire to attract and retain above-average employees. 

• In collaboration with the CEO reviewing plans for senior administration recruitment, 
career development, performance appraisal and succession planning. 

• Advising on Board policies pertaining to the search for, appointment, review and 
compensation of the CEO. 
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• Reviewing succession planning for the CEO and advising the Board on any necessary 
policies or actions. 

• Receiving from the CEO proposed priorities for each forthcoming year to establish key 
performance goals and objectives; and reviewing the President’s annual performance 
review of the Chief Executive Officer against agreed key performance indicators. 

 
Additionally, HRC serves as a general grievance committee to resolve disputes between 
employees and the CEO, and among Directors, Committee Chairs, other volunteers, and 
employees. 

 
In collaboration with the CEO and the President, the Human Resources Committee has been 
occupied in 2018-2019 with both routine human resources matters a number of significant 
projects. Some activities include: 

 
1. Engagement of human resources consultants and contractors to assist ECÉ in dealing 

appropriately and responsibly with the management of human resources and 
responding propitiously to human resources issues. 

2. Consultation with CEO on routine staffing issues. 
3. Assistance with the annual KPI review process. 
4. Engagement with DS Communication Inc (DSC) to conduct an in-depth organizational 

review of ECÉ and provide recommendations regarding infrastructure, human resources, 
governance and operational configuration in order to create ECÉ as a world class 
national equestrian sport organization. 

5. Receiving from the CEO on-going updates and information regarding human resources 
initiatives, including “Respect in Sport” training, “Workplace Violence and Harassment” 
training, implementation of “FDT Pro” time management system, and the work of the 
human resources contract consultant. 

6. Receiving from the CEO updates and reports on human resources activities, issues and 
related developments. 

7. Consultation with CEO on the status of contract employees. 
8. Reporting to the BoD on issues regarding human resources, which require board input 

and or decision. 
9. Recommendations to the Board of Directors regarding the report and recommendations 

from DSC and initiation of a structural re-organization. 
10. Consultation with ECÉ’s legal counsel regarding human resources questions as 

appropriate. 
 
For further information regarding the ECÉ Human Resources committee, please contact 

Doug Orr ( doug.r.orr@gmail.com ) 
or 
Richard Mongeau ( rmongeau@equestrian.ca ) 

 
 
Respectfully submitted by: Doug Orr, Chair of Human Resources Committee 

mailto:doug.r.orr@gmail.com
mailto:rmongeau@equestrian.ca
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Nominating Committee Annual Report to the AGM 
 

2019 Director Election Report 
Dear Equestrian Canada (ECE) Board Members, Re: 2019 Director Election – Final Report. 

 

As Chair of the Nominating Committee, I am pleased to provide to you with a final report on the 
2019 Director Election. 

 
Number of Positions to be Filled 
In 2019, five (5) Directors were to be elected. 

 
 

Per Bylaw 4.2 d) Transition 

4.2 (d) Commencing in 2019 and for every year thereafter unless changed in accordance with 
the Bylaws and Act, and subject to increase to fill any vacancies for the remainder of a term, the 
number of Directors to be elected shall be the number of Directors whose terms expire in the 
same year as the election. 

Four (4) positions will be for a three (3) year term ending in 2022; one (1) position will be for a 
one (1) year term ending in 2020. 

Note that following the resignation of one (1) of the Directors, whose term was to end in 2020, 
the Board did not fill the vacancy in accordance with s. 4.14 of the Bylaws. 

 
 

Applicants and Candidates 

The Nominating Committee, in building its slate of recommended candidates, sought to 
nominate individuals who, along with the CEO and senior management team, would best guide 
ECE in pursuit of its aspirational goal of being a world-class national federation. 

 
 

Other priorities, in no particular order, included: 
 

• Ability to strengthen the Board’s skills; broad knowledge and experience in equestrian 
sport/industry, business acumen, legal, financial, marketing, corporate communications 
/public relations, stakeholder relations; 

• Excellent communication and networking skills to strengthen ECE’s 
international/national partnerships; 

• A strong understanding of a Director’s fiduciary responsibility and governance role; 
• Ability to work effectively with the CEO and executive management team; 
• Experience with organizational transformation and change. 
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In accordance with the Call for Nominations that was issued April 2, 2019 and the timelines 
provided at that time, nine (9) applications were received by May 15, 2019 deadline. The 
Nominating Committee carefully reviewed all applications and interviewed seven (7) applicants. 
Following all interviews, a final slate of six (6) candidates was selected for presentation to the 
membership per Bylaw 4.8.) Competency of Nominees: The list of candidate Directors shall 
exceed the number of vacant positions by at least one and at most three persons. 

 

The six (6) candidates (in alphabetical order by last name) are as follows: 

Bernadette Alexander 

Mark Goldman Doug 

Orr 

Carla Robin 

Chris Sorensen 

Beth Underhill 

 
The 2019 Director Election Guidelines and Procedures was presented, and received approval 
from the Nominating Committee and the Board. These guidelines and procedures were used to 
conduct the election of Directors. The voting period ran from July 29 to August 1 at 4 p.m. ET.  
At the close of the voting period, all twenty-seven (27) voting members had voted and 
expressed their ranked preferences in accordance with the 2019 Director Election Guidelines 
and Procedures. All ballots were valid. 

 

The following chart, illustrated in the example below, shows how the actual election results will 
be reported on August 28, 2019 with the candidates’ names put in for the appropriate terms of 
office: 

 
 

Candidate A NOT ELECTED 

Candidate B ELECTED for a one (1) year term 

Candidate C ELECTED for a three (3) year term 

Candidate D ELECTED for a three (3) year term 

Candidate E ELECTED for a three (3) year term 

Candidate F ELECTED for a three (3) year term 
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Twenty-seven (27) valid ballots were received, which was found very satisfying. The ranking 
spread from one (1) to six (6) points, according to each voter preference, with number one (1) 
being the favorite candidate. The rankings were then transferred to point equivalences as 
follows: 

 
1  = 5 
2  = 4 
3  = 3 
4  = 2 
5  = 1 
6  = 0 

 

The software required voters to rank all candidates to validate the ballot. Following the ballot 
validation, points were accorded to only the number of candidates to be elected. 

This system is fair and democratic. It was used for the 2016, 2017, 2018 elections and worked 
as well for the 2019 election. Enlisting the services of an independent voting management 
company in 2019 proved to be a very secure and compliant election resource and will be the 
recommended platform for elections going forward. 

Terms of Office 

The four candidates receiving the highest point scores from the voting shall be allocated three- 
year terms. The candidate receiving the fifth highest score shall receive a one-year term ending 
in 2020. The candidate receiving the lowest score shall not be elected. 

Additional Notes 

In order to avoid the election scrutinizers from having to congregate in person (on-site) to 
scrutinize the ballots, vote results (from the secure election online platform) were accessed and 
scrutinized via teleconference / videoconference. The ballots were scrutinized by the Chair of 
the Nominating Committee, ECE’s CEO, and legal counsel for ECE. 

 

On behalf of ECE, I wish to acknowledge and thank the members of the Nominating Committee 
for their contribution. 

 

Should you have any questions concerning the attached report, please do not hesitate to 
contact me. 

 

Respectfully submitted by: Wayne Burwash, Chair of the Nominating Committee 

An updated Report will be circulated to Voting Members following the official communication of 
results of the 2019 Director election following August 28, 2019. 
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Recognition & Awards Committee Annual Report to the AGM 
 

Recognition & Awards Committee Purpose & Overview: 
The general purpose of the Recognition & Awards Committee is to assist the Board in 
determining those individuals and organizations that have made a special and significant 
contribution to equestrian sport in Canada and are deserving of recognition or honour. The 
Committee makes the nominee recommendations to the Board on all Awards with the 
exception of the Gold Award, which is determined at the discretion of the President. 

 
Projects and Activities Undertaken: 4 Top Goals Plus Transitional Year: 

1. Goal 1: In collaboration with the Business Development Committee, creating a Fan’s 
Choice Award in conjunction with the creation of a Fan Club, resulting in an increased 
participation base. There would be a Fan’s Choice for both a horse and human athlete. 

• As the implementation of new technology for an innovative national registration 
process was approved and commenced; this determined that the Fan Club would 
be a future project once the registration process was finessed and launched. 

 
2. Goal 2: A Communications Campaign to the membership to promote the importance of 

the awards, to increase nominations, and create wider awareness and participation. 
• Initial phases of this communications campaign have been informally launched 

with the Countdown to Awards Media Promo, as well as direct and reminder 
emails to the Disciplines 

• Another informal aspect launched was the personal approaches with the 
Recipients and the liaising of ECE Staff Team, Committee Members and Show 
Organizers as described in Transitional Year Report following. 

• The R&A Committee will assess the Strategic Initiatives Plan 2018-2022 various 
initiatives relative to this Committee’s mandate and work to develop these into 
the Communications Campaign. 

 
3. Goal 3: Explore developing a Best Practices by examining the Recognition and Awards of 

other national organizations. 
• Minimal exploration was given to this goal given the decision to move the Annual 

Convention to the Fall of 2019 as discussed in Transitional Year Report following. 
• However, innovative ideas were put forth such as creating keepsake books, 

media on-line awards presentations with viewing ability for the membership and 
stakeholders, use of video interviews, award presentations as a component of 
the Red and White Reception during Annual Convention. 

 
4. Goal 4: An Analysis of Existing Awards Criteria to ensure their meaningfulness and 

interpretation. 
• When analyzing the wording of the Health & Welfare Award, it was found that 

there were formerly two H&W awards just a few years ago. Through discussions 
with the Health and Welfare Committee there may be the need for a slight 
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revision and clarification. The R&A Committee is working on examining historical 
information and updating the wording to reflect a comprehensive national award 
for the upcoming season. 

• It was also explored by ECE Staff Team and discussed with the R&A Committee 
that only 4 of the ECE National Awards are listed in the Rules of Equestrian 
Canada Section A. ECE Equestrian of the Year, Junior Equestrian of the Year, 
Volunteer of the Year and Lifetime Achievement Award. It will be explored as to 
whether all of the existing National Awards should be implemented into the 
Rules Section A and the ramifications of such. 

 
Summary: 

• The list of Past Recipients is a useful reference tool maintained by the ECE Staff 
Team and needs to be updated on an ongoing basis. 

• The R&A Committee undertook to assist ECE Staff Team by conducting detailed 
research to find the inaugural dates of existing awards, and all recipients. The 
inaugural dates have been put into the awards criteria documentation and ECE 
Staff Team is undertaking to update the Past Recipients List. 

• It was discussed that it would be help for the R&A Committee to have the lists of 
the yearly Discipline Awards for reference. 

• ECE Board of Director members have suggested that we work with the Provinces 
to establish a list of when their awards are; and see if perhaps a Board member 
can attend depending on availability and where they are in the country; and 
offer congratulations from ECE directly on their achievements. 

• Goals 1 though 4 to move forward in the coming year. 
 
2018-2019 Transitional Year Report for Recognition & Awards involving Venues Participation 
In 2018 a decision was made by the ECE Board of Directors to change the Annual Convention 
from  April  2019  to  the  end  of  October  and  beginning  of  November,  coinciding  with  the 
commencement of the Royal Agricultural Winter Fair (RAWF). The move was decided in part 
because of the various events and competitions being held there, as well as the desire to create 
a focus on education and collaboration with the membership and stakeholders. 

 
This presented an opportunity to the R&A Committee to create innovative options for the 
awards presentations for 2018 in 2019. To avoid incurring the logistics and cost of a large 
separate traditional awards event held in the spring, various ideas were deliberated for this 
transitional year on how to present the 2018 Awards in 2019 and how to then present the 2019 
Awards either in 2019 or 2020. 

 
Through various meetings and conversations, it was decided to celebrate and recognize the 
Recipients by creating a more ‘inclusive’ format with a hope to be more far-reaching to our 
community this year. It also meant that R&A Committee members would be more active this 
year because of this task. We chose to ‘connect’ the participants in the equestrian community 
by honouring the Recipients at 'local and active', meaningful venues (shows where they would 
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be in attendance). It was discussed that this format could possibly be utilized in the future for 
repeating the ECE Awards events and perhaps other ECE events. We would take ourselves out 
to the equestrian community in play where everyone participates with their horses – the show 
venues. 

 
Our mandate included ensuring that the R&A Committee and ECE Staff Team would work with 
Recipients to find an existing event during the spring/summer 2019 that was important to 
them. This would mean splitting up the presentations into a few different smaller/more intimate 
award receptions. 

 
R&A Committee members worked with ECE Staff Team, Show Organizers, the Recipients and 
their families to ensure the experience was as significant and to accommodate the competition 
schedules of those competing. ECE Staff Team took the lead in ensuring all presentation logistics 
were executed, awards, scripts, photographs, and other details were arranged with the Show 
Organizers and Recipients; and did a very good job liaising. Recipients were surrounded by 
friends, colleagues, family and horses at 4 different show venues as follows. ECE extends its 
sincerest thank you to the shows and venues for their gracious participation in the  2018 awards. 

 
Ottawa Dressage Festival – May 18th, 2019 
Joan McCartney presented both awards on behalf of Equestrian Canada. 

• Horse of the Year – All In (Brittany Fraser-Beaulieu) 
• Canadian Breeder of the Year – Estelle Motta 

 
Caledon Premier Show - July 6/7 2019 
EC Director Craig Collins presented the award on behalf of Equestrian Canada 

• Canadian Bred Horse of the Year – WKM Xenia – Brennan McCullagh 
 
CSI3* Ottawa International II – July 19th, 2019 at Wesley Clover 

• Lifetime Achievement – Harriet Cherry – presented by Ian Millar 
• Gold Medal Award – Ian Millar – presented by ECE President Meg Krueger and long time 

friend, Torchy Millar 
• Junior Equestrian of the Year – Sam Walker – presented by Ian Millar 
• Equestrian of the Year – Sam Walker – presented by Ian Millar 
• Owner of the Year – Ann Matthews – presented by Ian Millar 
• Media Award – Carley Sparks – presented by Amy Millar 
• Volunteer of the Year – Jill Barton – presented by Jan Stephens 

 
2018 also saw the presentation of two Lifetime Achievement Awards as discretionally opted by 
the ECE Board of Directors; with one being significantly presented earlier in the winter of 2018. 
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2018 Jump Canada Hall of Fame Gala – November 4th, 2018 
• Lifetime Achievement Award – Barbara Mitchell – presented by ECE President Meg 

Krueger and ECE Director Craig Collins 
 
2018 - 2019 Process Changes: 

• Recipients were initially informed by one of the ECE President, R&A Committee Chair, 
R&A Committee Members or Nominators – a touch to make the announcement 
moment significant and exciting for everyone. All involved noted it was a lot of fun to 
share the excitement in this way. Official letters and all administrative details were 
handled by ECE Staff Team. 

• This was the inaugural year for a new yearly horse award – The Horse of the Year. 
• The Call for Nominations was timely on the website which is important. Requests were 

also submitted to the Disciplines and ECE Communications continued with the process 
implemented last year that sent out reminders of the importance of submitting 
nominations via a Countdown to Awards media promo for the submission deadline. 
This did make a difference in pushing for more nominations and is part of developing a 
comprehensive communications strategy process for R&A. 

• The new on-line nomination submission information system created by ECE Staff Team 
last year was utilized again and proved to be very efficient and easy to use for R&A 
Committee members as the information downloaded into Excel format. 

• Using the critical timeline created last year for nomination submissions was tight with 
the transitional year change, but worked well. When the selection process was 
completed, and Recipients approved by the ECE Board of Directors, it meant the R&A 
Committee and ECE Staff Team went straight to the new format chosen as show season 
was underway. 

• Recommendations - In recognition of the amount of time, effort, passion and respect 
involved in the Recognition & Awards process there are numerous observations for the 
future: More personal touches such as handwritten notes where appropriate, a thank 
you to all nominators, liaising and discussion with Discipline Committees when 
Recipients are chosen, e-invitations to specific groups, considering the creation of an 
invitation for venues and events to ‘host’ and ‘partner’ for ECE Recognition & Awards. 
As well, special tokens of appreciation for longstanding contributions to ECE to be 
included in the recognition program. Increased promotion and reporting of the awards 
events to broaden the audience reach as an integral component of the desired 
Communications Campaign. 

 
Concluding Comments: 
Personal feedback from Recipients, attendees and others was very positive and this transitional 
year was viewed as more friendly, connecting, with time-conscious events with the opportunity 
for intimate congratulations and fellowship. 

 
The R&A Committee 2019-2020 will liaise with the ECE Staff Team to determine the best 
approach for the 2019 Awards nomination and presentation processes given the amount of 
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work involved at this time for the Pan Am Games, Convention in the fall, 2020 Olympics and 
other commitments. 

 
Other considerations will be budgetary, sponsorships and liaising with the Business 
Development Committee. It has been discussed that the inclusive and collaborative approach 
from this year be refined with recommendations and considered again. 

 
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted by: Carla Robin, Chair Recognition & Awards Committee 

 
With sincere thanks and recognition to the dedicated work of Committee Members: Jennifer 
Anstey, Michael Boyd, Peggy Hambly, Robyn Kennedy, Karen Sparks 
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Special: Strategic Initiatives Task Force Annual Report to the AGM 
 
 

Introduction 
The Strategic Initiatives Plan (SIP) Task Force was created in 2018 to prepare and complete a 
strategic initiatives plan to assist the CEO, Committees, Staff and Volunteers in prioritizing 
direction for the next five years. 

 
After thoughtful consideration and analysis of issues which are important to the stakeholders of 
Equestrian Canada Équestre (ECE), the Strategic Initiatives Plan 2018-2022 presented 49 key 
initiatives which are meaningful for all, realistically achievable; and intended to serve the ECE 
membership today and for the future. These initiatives are true to the Vision and Mission of 
ECE. As a living document, the SIP is adjustable for present and future needs, designed to 
readily adapt, positively and promptly to the changing needs of our industry. 

 
With sincere thanks and recognition to the dedicated Members: Charles Cue, Robyn Kennedy, 
Megan Krueger, Chris Sorensen. 

 
 
SIP Foundation Outline 

1. WE ARE A LEADER IN EQUESTRIAN EXCELLENCE 

ECE will realize world-class performance goals through the development of: 

Equestrians 
• Coaching Development 
• Athlete Development 
• High Performance Development 

Competitions 
• Competition Development 
• Officials Development 
• Events & Hosting 

 

2. WE ARE A LEADER IN STRATEGIC EXCELLENCE 

Equines 
• Equine Health & Welfare 
• Equine Herd & Industry 

 

ECE will achieve sustainable growth in equestrian sports & activities through development of: 

Strategic Participation & Engagement Initiatives 
• Access and Growth 
• Experience and Expectation 
• Children and Youth 
• Media Visibility 

Strategic Industry & Economic Development 
Initiatives 

• Impact Studies & the Business of Horses 
• Industry & Economic Initiatives 

 

3. WE ARE A LEADER IN ORGANIZATIONAL EXCELLENCE 
 

ECE will achieve respect of stakeholders through the delivery of: 

Best Practices in Governance & Astute Financial Stewardship 
• Governance & Leadership 
• Communications 
• Service Delivery to Membership 

 
 
 
• Financial Stewardship 
• Maximize Public & Partnership Funding 
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SIP Progress Report 

To commence the steps forward, the SIP Task Force set 3 Direct Goals for the first year: 
 

Goal 1: Ensure that the Strategic Initiatives Plan 2018-2022 reaches as many 
Committees and Stakeholders as possible, and that the initiatives are discussed 
and examined through meaningful meetings and communications on a timely 
schedule. 

 

To accomplish this, a collaborative transparent feedback process was created after considering 
effective methods including podcasts. Created were Phase One: Feedback from Committees, 
Stakeholders and Staff and Phase Two: Feedback from the ECE Stakeholders, Membership and 
Registered Participants – The SIP Survey (via Survey Monkey) 

 
A. Phase One: Feedback from Committees, Stakeholders and Staff 

• Commencing in November 2018, numerous meetings were arranged via face to face and 
conference calls with ECE President Meg Krueger, and CEO Richard Mongeau to discuss 
the SIP and to request feedback on the SIP. 

• A Feedback Form was created by the Task Force and EC Staff to obtain feedback on the 
initiatives in the Strategic Initiatives Plan (SIP). 

• By April 2019 the Task Force reviewed responses received to date and determined that 
additional stakeholder input would be valuable. The Feedback Form was then re- 
distributed to those who had not yet responded and to additional stakeholders 
requesting their input in May 2019 with a deadline for responses in June 2019. 

 

Included in this process were the following: 
• Dressage Committee 
• Para Committee 
• Jumping Committee 
• Eventing Committee 
• Vaulting Committee 
• Endurance Committee 
• Driving Committee 
• Reining Committee 
• National Breed Sport Committee 
• Equine Industry Development 

Committee 
• PTSO Executive Directors 

 

• Voting Members: Category A, 
Category B, Category C 

• National Rules Committee 
• Stewards Committee 
• Medication and Control Committee 
• Operational Committees – Chairs 

and Members 
• ECE Staff 
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B. Phase   Two:   Feedback   from   the   ECE   Stakeholders,   Membership   and   Registered 

Participants – The SIP Survey (Survey Monkey) 
 

• Feedback will be utilized to help set priorities, focus energy and resources, strengthen 
operations and facilitate alignment in successfully working toward common goals. 

• The Membership was invited to provide candid feedback on progress with the SIP via 
the creation of a survey. 

• The Task Force worked with ECE Staff to develop communication pieces and email 
blasts. The survey method chosen was via Survey Monkey and released in June 2019 
with feedback requested during July. It was ensured that a meaningful survey was put 
out with a clear intention stated: 

 
“The Strategic Initiatives Plan 2018-2022 was created after thoughtful consideration and 
analysis of the issues which are important to our stakeholders,” said Meg Krueger, ECE 
President. “Community input is vital in helping us track our progress; by measuring how well we 
are focusing on top priorities and producing intended outcomes and results. We look forward to 
receiving and reviewing input from the equestrian community at large.” 

 
• ECE Staff will relay the information to the Task Force who will assemble, review, edit 

and tabulate for publication and presentation at Convention. 
• To hold ourselves accountable on progress, the Task Force determined it prudent that 

all information gathering would translate into the creation of our first “Report Card”. 
 
Goal 2: Establishment of Report Card Process 

 
• The SIP Task Force has been gathering and assessing numerous documents, forms and 

templates to create an annual Report Card to be utilized on an ongoing basis for future 
Boards. KPI’s are being developed to measure progress as we continue to work on the 
format selection. 

• Once the format of the Report Card has been determined and information has been 
inputted, it is the intention of the Board of Directors and CEO to present the Report 
Card at Convention 2019. 

• This Report Card will measure ECE’s progress on the initiatives, identify gaps, develop 
and hone the operational plan with valued collaboration between ECE, the PTSO’s and 
all stakeholders. We will be straightforward together to embrace the future with strong 
participation and a healthy industry. 
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Goal 3: That we concentrate on allocating resources per the PTSO MOA for: 

1. COACHING DEVELOPMENT 

1.1 Increased number of certified coaches and instructors who meet NCCP requirements. 

1.2 Nation-wide implementation of the Respect in Sport Program and other safe sport 
initiatives. 

2. ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 Successful completion of the goals in the PTSO MOA for Canadian Equestrian 
Development (CED) by 2020. 

2.2 Assessment and revision of the rider levels through a detailed evaluation process. 

2.3 Implementation of the LTED Plan, assessed and reviewed on a yearly basis. 

2.4 Increased number of sport licences by 5% in all disciplines. 

3. HIGH PERFORMANCE DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 Through data analytics of performance, ECE identifies HP athletes and assesses needs for 
the further development of programs for Rising Stars, National athletes and our 
International competitors. 

3.2 Through the continual and consistent development of our High Performance Strategy, 
Canada will maintain and increase world-class performance and results. 

 
To follow through, the Board of Directors allocated substantial budgetary resources, 
collaborating with the Provinces, Committees, Volunteers, ECE Staff, and Stakeholders. This 
group effort effected the contracting of several industry and sport specialists to examine ECE, 
create reports, recommendations and ensure a solid focus on these key initiatives. As well, 
important resources and funding were allocated to technology, software development and 
equine ID and traceability initiatives. 

 
In Summary, we all recognize that for sustainability, reaching out to more Canadians to embrace 
lifelong participation in equestrian activities is key; and as equestrians, we are the voice for 
the horse and for our sports moving forward. A sound Strategic Initiatives Plan with honest 
feedback and evaluation, realistic goals and timelines, together with a strong directed 
operational organization will ensure the path to success. We are committed to working hard 
and smart to achieve these. 

 
Respectfully submitted by: Carla Robin, Strategic Initiatives Task Force Chair 
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Special: Competition Structural Alignment Committee (CSAC) Annual Report to 
the AGM 

 
 

Overview 
The CSAC project was at the onset a very large, intimidating and critical project for ECE to take 
on. A Competition Review was a major ask from stakeholder groups. It was critical for analyzing 
our membership numbers and how we got where we are. Not to mention how to adapt, 
change, improve and grow our sport moving forward. Such a review had been attempted 
multiple times in the past with very little consensus built, or measurable impact resulting. 

 
CSAC was facilitated by an excellent contractor and a great staff team, who took leadership on 
this project. This Competition Review through Phase 1 has gone dramatically differently. Phase 
1 was focused on objective analyses to establish a starting point for next Phases. The amount of 
data the team managed to collect from ECE, PTSO’s and other stakeholders far exceeded 
expectations. The visualization tool for the data accumulated and data collection improvements 
we identified as needing have led to truly objective learnings. These tools alone far exceeded 
the scope and expectations of Phase 1 and we expect to be a massive legacy piece for ECE both 
for the next phase but also for sport development, and business development in the future. 

 
By looking objectively at the trends and due to excellent volunteer representation from each 
stakeholder group the committee was able to come out of Phase 1 with excellent engagement 
and buy in for this project. We proudly send our recommendations and 80+ page report to the 
ECE BOD unanimously. 

 
Please find below the executive summary from that report that best lays out a high level over 
view of our findings. 

 
Executive Summary 
Equestrian Canada Équestre’s Competition Structural Alignment Committee (CSAC) has 
completed the first phase of ECE’s Competition Structural Alignment Project. Through this 
phase, CSAC has been able to gather sufficient data to be able to confirm that the current 
system of competition is not appropriately aligned to support the development of athletes from 
stage-to-stage. In addition, CSAC has determined that there is now adequate data available to 
proceed to phase 2 to begin addressing issues of structural alignment. 

 
Most significantly, this project has allowed ECE to create the infrastructure to be able to link 
and visualize core data for each phase of this wider-scale project, with the capability to build on 
the core data set moving forward. Specifically, through this project the past 10 years of Master 
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Competition Reports and Sport License Holder Data, the last three years (2016-2018) of ECE 
and FEI competition results, Canadian USEF participation data, coach and officials information, 
PTSO competition results and more have all been linked to allow for analysis. This work has led 
to an abundance of data and information, exceeding all expectations. 

 
Using this data and drawing on the expertise of committee members and discipline technical 
experts there are a number of findings to be highlighted from phase 1; 

 
• ECE must continue to invest in the development of data management and analysis 

capabilities, and work with its partners to harmonize data collection and management 
practices with regards to competitions. 

• Participation in equestrian sport as a whole is on the decline and poses a threat to all 
involved in the industry. Over this time, ECE’s retention rates have improved suggesting 
a very serious and looming challenge. There are many factors influencing this decline 
that must be considered as part of all future restructuring initiatives if this trend is to 
slowed or ultimately reversed. 

• The athlete development pathway is not clearly defined. The absence of a clear 
definition is a barrier to implementing changes to the system of competition. 

• There are too many different sanctioning categories offered by ECE, many of which have 
a low perceived value, which is believed to be contributing to an increase in the number 
of unsanctioned competitions. 

• There is a lack of alignment between ECE and PTSO sanctioning processes, as well as the 
associated sport licensing and PTSO membership requirements, which much be 
addressed. 

 
Full details with regards to these key challenges and many others can be found within the 
report. Recommendations for addressing these challenges are also provided to assist future 
working groups in phase 2. In completing this report it has also become evident that ECE must 
continue to strengthen the organizational structures, which support the delivery of competition 
as the foundation of all competitive activities and clearly define what constitutes core services 
with regards to all disciplines in order to enable each discipline to be successful. In particular, 
ECE’s role in supporting non-Olympic disciplines must be clarified. 

 
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted by: Chris Sorensen, CSAC Phase 1 Committee Chair 
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